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For Karachiites, phone-snatching is an expected part of urban life1. “So I’ve lost two phones to 
muggers,” writes one local blogger. “By the 2nd attempt I had decided that my phone is not my 
own property, it’s something that Allah has trusted me with which will in time return to its 
rightful owner, who will be holding a gun to my ribs.”2 While Laurent Gayer writes about how 
ethnic, sectarian, and political violences in Karachi produce “fear as a way of life,”3 I seek to 
understand how citizens respond to phone-snatching as an everyday form of violence that is not 
collective but individual, interpersonal, and almost impossible to predict. From snarky blogs to 
Reddit threads to comedic videos,4 young Karachiites navigate the everyday violence of phone-
snatching through laughter, humor, and jokes, expressing their shared vulnerability to and 
expectations of violent crime on the streets of Pakistan’s most populous city. Giving special 
focus to a growing genre of viral comedic videos from young entertainers like Danish Ali and 
Shehzad Ghias Shaikh, my essay will examine what Goldstein calls “laughter out of place,” or 
unexpected, irreverent humor in response to chaos and injustice. What do these videos tell us 
about how young people understand these violent encounters? How do these videos 
conceptualize the elusive mobile ka chor (phone thief)? How is comedy “wielded to recode and 
deflect, to make sense of the apparently irrational violence”5 of phone-snatching? How do 
Karachiites use humor to acknowledge and embrace their own vulnerability, which Butler, 
Gambetti and Sabsay have considered as “one of the conditions of the very possibility of 
resistance?”6 
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